
0.1 Usual Functions Review

A  function  is an action applied to a variable.
Example: The function f that “doubles” could be written:  
     x is the independent variable. It can be replaced by a number or stay random.
     y is the result: It’s f(x). 

The domain of a function is the set of all the possible values that the independent 
variable (x) can take. We can determine the domain by looking at the expression or 
at the graph. For now, we have only had restrictions on the domain when there is a 
denominator   (it can’t be 0), when there is a   square root   (the radicand can’t be 
negative) or when it’s a “real-life” situation (sometimes a variable has to be a whole 
number for example) …

The range of a function is the set of all the possible values that the dependent 
variable (y) can take on the domain. We can usually determine the range when we 
look at the  graph  but not really by looking at the expression.

The x-intercepts are the values of x for which the graph crosses the x-axis. We can 
determine them by replacing  y  by 0 in the equation.

The y-intercepts are the values of y for which the graph crosses the y-axis. We can 
determine them by replacing  x  by 0 in the equation.

Ex.  

I - Reminders on Functions



II - Usual Functions

1) Linear functions: The graphs will be straight lines

slope-intercept form     general form slope-point form

Examples: 

i) Determine the equations for the following linear situations:
You	add	to	your	bank	
account	the	same	
amount	each	week.

On	the	6th	week,	your	
balance	is	$350.	On	the	
11th	week,	your	balance	
is	$450.

.



Reminders: Parallel lines have the same slope

    Perpendicular lines have slopes that are opposite and reciprocals.

2) Quadratic functions: The graphs will be parabolas (opening up or down)

Factored form General Form  Vertex Form



To determine the zeros, you can factor, or use the quadratic formula: 

To determine the equation of a parabola given its graph, use the vertex form and 
determine p, q, and then a (using the coordinates of a point on the graph).



.



Homefun: Converting quadratics worksheet 
  -  Usual functions worksheet


